
Help build the future for our students, teachers, schools, and community…
Brick by Brick, Mind by Mind. 

The Education Foundation is expanding its capacity, helping to ensure that every public-school 
student and teacher in Palm Beach County will receive the resources they need to unlock their 

potential and strengthen their skills for a bright future.



The “Why”

Like bricks stacking upon bricks, knowledge is built. Children must first learn the
“ABCs” in order to read and must learn to read to allow them to write, research,
and reason. Learning is construction – knowledge building upon knowledge.

The Education Foundation of Palm Beach County empowers public-education by
supplying the builders – the district’s schools and educators – with the essential
materials required for the task. From awarding grants to support innovative
programs and scholarships to providing necessary school supplies and resources
from Red Apple Supplies, the Foundation’s Signature Program, the Education
Foundation plays an integral role in supporting the vital development of over
180,000 students, representing the future of our community.

Your generosity and civic-mindedness
will serve as the foundation for our schools to build the future that we and our
students deserve – brick by brick, mind by mind.



Provided by Song + Associates



Naming Opportunities



Campaign Giving Levels

Leadership Gifts
$1,000,000 to $5,000,000+

Visionary

$5,000,000+

Innovator

$1,000,000 to $4,999,999 

Major Gifts
$100,000 to $999,999

Catalyst 

$500,000 to $999,999

Builder 

$250,000 to $499,999

Designer 

$100,000 to $249,999

Supporting Gifts
$500 to $99,999

Planner 

$50,000 to $99,999

Initiator 

$25,000 to $49,999

Foundation 

$10,000 to $24,999

Friends

$500 to $9,999









~ Thank You ~
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